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Abstract. With the proliferation of multimedia group applications, the 
construction of multicast trees satisfying the quality of service (QoS) 
requirements is becoming a problern of the prime importance. In this 
paper, we study the core selection problernthat should produce the im
proved delay-bounded multicast tree in terms of the delay variation that 
is known tobe NP-complete [8] . A solution to this problern is required to 
provide decent real-time communication servicessuch as on-line games, 
shopping, and teleconferencing. Performance comparison shows that our 
proposed scheme outperforms that of DDVCA (18] that is known to be 
most effective so far in any network topology. The enhancement is up 
to about 11.1% in terms of normalized surcharge for DDVCA. The time 
complexity of our algorithm is O(mn2 ) . 

1 Introduction 

New communication services involving multicast communications and real time 
multimedia applications are becoming prevalent. In multicast communications, 
messages are sent to multiple destinations that belong to the same multicast 
group. These group applications demand a certain amount of reserved resources 
to satisfy their quality of service (QoS) requirements such as end-to-end delay, 
delay jitter, loss, cost, throughputs, and etc. Since resources for multicast tree 
are reserved along a given path to each destination in a given multicast tree, it 
may fail to construct a multicast tree to guarantee the required QoS if a single 
link cannot support required resources. Thus an efficient solution for multicast 
communications includes the construction of a multicast tree that has the best 
chance to satisfy the resource requirements [1,4,9,10,11,12,19,21 ,22] . 
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Algorithms for the tree construction in multicast protocols can be categorized 
as follows: source-based algorithms (SBA) and core-based algorithms (CBA) [20]. 
SBA constructs a tree rooted at source that originates and sends messages to each 
destination in the multicast group. SBA is currently being used as the tree con
struction algorithm for Distance Vector Multicast Routing Protocol (DVMRP) 
[14], Protocol Independent Multicast DenseMode (PIM-DM) [7], and Multicast 
OpenShortest Path First (MOSPF) [13]. On the other hand, CBA that is used 
for many-to-may multicasts selects a core node as a root of the multicast tree we 
want to determine at the first step. Then a tree rooted at the core node is con
structed to span all members in the multicast group. Thus it is very important 
to select the best core node as much as possible. To send messages originated 
at source, messages are sent to the core and distributed to destinations along 
the path to the core node. Once messages are reached at the core node, mes
sages are sent to remaining destinations. Multicast protocols that use CBA as 
a tree construction algorithm include Protocol Independent Multicast Sparse 
Mode (PIM-SM) [5,7] and the Core-Based Tree (CBT) protocol [2,3]. 

For multicast communications such as a teleconference, it is very critical 
that the current speaker must be heard by all participants simultaneously, but 
otherwise the communication may lose the feeling of an interactive face-to-face 
discussion. Another similar dispute can be easily found in on-line video games. 
These are all related to the multicast delay Variation problern [17]. In this paper, 
we introduce a novel core selection algorithm that can improve the delay and 
delay variation cckstraint algorithm (DDVCA) known tobethebest algorithm 
[18]. In the DDVCA, the selection of a core node over several candidates (possible 
core nodes) is overlooked in the a core node is randomly selected among candi
dates. Meanwhile we investigate candidate nodes to select the better node with 
the same time complexity of DDVCA. Our algorithm with the tree construc
tion part of DDVCA was empirically compared with DDVCA, and evaluation 
determined that the delay variation of the tree constructed by our algorithm is 
smaller than that of the tree constructed by DDVCA. The enhancement is up 
to about 3.6%.-v11.1% in terms of the normalized surcharge for DDVCA. Our 
main contribution in this research is as follows. We propose a new core selection 
algorithm that produces the multicast tree with the better delay variation in 
comparison with DDVCA. The time complexity of our algorithm is the same as 
that of the DDVCA. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section 2, we study related 
works, and section 3 presents details of the proposed algorithm. Then, in sec
tion 4, we evaluate the proposed algorithm by the simulation model. Section 5 
concludes this paper. 

2 Related Works 

We consider a computer network represented by a directed graph G = (V, E) 
with n nodes and l links or arcs, where V is a set of nodes and E is a set of 
links ( arcs), respectively. Each link ( i, j) E E is associated with delay d(i,j). The 
delay of a link is the sum of the perceived queueing delay, transmission delay, 
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and propagation delay over that link. We assume that the delay on each arc 
is asymmetric in general. Given a network G, we define a path as sequence of 
nodes u, i, j, ... , k, v, suchthat (u, i), (i,j), ... , (k, v), belongs to E. Let 
P(u,v) = {(u,i), (i,j), ... , (k,v)} denote the path from node u to node v. If 
all elements of the path are distinct, then we say that it is a simple path. We 
define the length of the path P( u, v), denoted by n( P( u, v)), as a number of links 
in P( u, v). Let ::::S be a binary relation on P( u, v) defined by ( a, b) ::::S ( c, d) +-+ 
n(P(u, b)):::; n(P(u, d)), v(a, b), (c, d) E P(u, v). (P(u, v), ::::S) is a totally ordered 
set. Fora given source node s E V and a destination node d E V, (2s=>d, oo) is 
the set of all possible paths from s to d. 

(2s=>d, oo) = { Pk(s, d) I all possible paths from s to d, v s, d E V, '~k E A} 

where A is a index set. The delay of arbitrary path Pk is assumed to be real 
function from (2s=>d,oo) to nonnegative real number n+. Since (Pk,::::S) is a 
totally ordered set, if there exists a bijective function fk then Pk is isomorphic 
to Nn(Pk)· 

Pk = {(u,i),(i,j), ... ,(m,v)} ÄNn(Pk) = {1,2, ... ,n(Pk)} 

We define, 

n(Pk) 

function of delay along the path <PD(Pk) = L d1;:t(r), '~pk E (2s=>d,oo). 
r=l 

(2s=>d, supD) is the set of paths from s to d for which the end-to-end delay is 
bounded by supD. Therefore (2s=>d,supD) ~ (2s=>d,oo). For multicast commu
nications, messages need to be delivered to all receivers in the set M ~ V \ { s} 
which is called multicast group, where IMI = m. The path traversed by mes
sages from the source s to a multicast receiver, mi, is given by P(s, mi)· Thus 
multicast routing tree can be defined as T(s, M) = U P(s, mi), and messages 

miEM 

are sent from s to destination of M using T(s, M). 
In the following we now introduce two important qualities of service metrics 

in multicast communications [17] . The multicast end-to-end delay constraint, 
supD, represents an upper bound on the acceptable end-to-end delay along any 
path from the source to a destination node. This metric reflects the fact that 
the information carried by the multicast messages becomes stale supD time 
units after its transmission at the source. The multicast delay variation, 8, is 
the maximum difference between the end-to-end delays along the paths from the 
source to any two destination nodes. 

The issue first defined and discussed in [17] is of minimizing multicast delay 
variation under multicast end-to-end delay constraint. The authors referred to 
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this problern as Delay- and Delay Variation-Bounded Multicast Tree (DVBMT) 
problem. The DVBMT problern is to find the tree that satisfies 

min{ Da I vmi E M, 'v'P(s,mi) E (2 8 '*m',supD) , 'v'P(s,mi) ~Ta. , \:t E A} 

where Ta. denotes any multicast tree spanning M U { s }, and is known tobe NP
complete [17]. There are two well known approaches to construct multicast tree 
for the DVBMT problem. One is DVMA (Delay Variation Multicast Algorithm) 
[17] and the other DDVCA [18]. The algorithm DDVCA proposed by Pi-Rong 
Sheu and Shan-Tai Chen is based on the Core Based Tree (CBT) [2 ,3]. It has 
been shown that DDVCA outperforms DVMA in terms of the delay variation of 
the constructed tree. Moreover, the time complexities of algorithms are O(mn2 ) 

and O(klmn4 ) for DDVCA and DVMA, where k and l is the number of paths 
at line 3 and line 11 in Fig. 3, Ref. [17], respectively; m represents the number 
of destination nodes, while n represents the number of nodes in the computer 
network. 

3 Description of the Proposed Algorithm 

In this section, we describe our proposed novel algorithm to construct multicast 
trees that is superior to DDVCA. In order to define a multicast tree, the basic 
idea ofthe proposed algorithm is based on CBT [2,3]. The method used in CBT 
for the establishment of a multicast tree is first to choose some core routers 
which compose the backbone. We also select a core router addressed as a core 
node. 

3.1 The Basic Concept 

The goal of this paper is to propose an algorithm which produces multicast trees 
with low multicast delay variation. In this subsection, we present our proposed 
algorithm. The proposed algorithm consists of a core node selection part and 
the multicast tree construction part. Hence we take an interest in a core node 
selection. When candidate of core node is several nodes, the DDVCA randomly 
choose a core node among candidates but the proposed algorithm presents lucid 
solution. To implement the our idea, the following data structures are employed. 

• Input : A directed graph G(V, E), M is the multicast group with m = IM I, 
a source node s, a end-to-end delay bound supD 

• Output : The multicast tree T suchthat c/Jn(P(s, mi)) :::; supD, 'v' P(s, mi) ~ 
T, 'v' mi E M, and has a small multicast delay variation 

• candidate : the candidates of core node 

• compare : the max difference delay between core nodes and visited 
destinations 
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• Dij(mk, vi) = Calculate the minimum delay between mk and vi 

• pass(s, vi, mk) : Dij(s, mk) when any destination node mk is visited in 
the path from s to vi 

In selecting such a core node, we use the minimum delay path algorithm [6]. 
Fig. 1 checks whether any destination node is visited in the path from source 
node to each other node. If any destination node is visited, then the proposed 
algorithm records in 'pass' data structure. 

For V l E { the minimum delay path from s to v; } Do 

I * l : the nodes in minimum delay path form s to v; *I 

Ifl=mk, VmkEM 

then pass( s, vi'mk) = Dij( s,mk) 

eise pass( s, vi,mk) = 0 

If dij[; <diffmin andDij(s,vk)+max; 5,supD 

then diffmin = diff; ; c = i 

Fig. 1. A partial amendment of the DDVCA - I 

Fig. 2 conforms supD and select nodes with the minimum delay variation 
as the candidates of core node. Next, our algorithm chooses the core node with 
min{ <PD(P(s , ci)) - min{ pass(s, ci, mj ) } } in Fig. 3. 

ForVv; e V Do 

If dij[; = diffc and Dij( s, v;) +maxi 5, supD 

then candidate = candidate u vi 

Fig. 2. A partial amendment of the DDVCA - II 

As you shown in Fig. 4, our algorithm overcomes DDVCA's weaknesses. In 
construction of a multicast tree, we follow the DDVCA. The time complex
ity of the proposed algorithm is O(mn2), which matches the complexity of the 
DDVCA. 
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For V c; E candidate Do 

If pass(s,c;,mk) = 0, for every mk E M 

then compare; = Dij(s,c;) -min{pass(s,c;,m) I positive and \fmj E M} 

c = min{ i I compare;} 

Fig. 3. A partial amendment of the DDVCA - III 

o;f,(P(' c))-min[p=<l I Small 

(a) (b) 

Fig. 4. The basic concept of the proposed algorithm 

3.2 An Illustration 

In this subsection, we illustrate an example with explanation of the algorithm. 
Fig. 5 (a) shows a given network topology with link delays specified on each link. 
Suppose that the multicast end-to-end delay constraint supD is 11. Fig. 5 (b) 
represents the ultimate multicast tree obtained by the DDVCA. Fig. 5 ( c) shows 
the path constructed by the proposed algorithm. 

Table 1. The method by which proposed algorithm selects a core node 

II VI V2 V3 V4 vs V6 V7 vs 
source VI II 0 2 8 8 4 9 3 6 

pass vs 

II 
0 0 0 4 4 4 0 4 

V6 0 0 0 0 0 9 0 0 

destination vs 

II 

4 2 5 4 0 5 2 2 
V6 9 7 6 3 5 0 7 3 

maxi 9 7 6 4 5 5 7 3 
mini 4 2 5 3 0 0 2 2 
diffi 5 5 1 1 5 5 5 1 

comparei I 4 I I 2 I 

From Table 1, we know that nodes with the smallest multicast delay variation 
are v3 , v4 , and v8 . However, since we must consider the delay bound supD, the 
node v3 is ignored. The DDVCA randomly selects the node v4 , but the proposed 
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(a) (b) 

Core Node 

(c) (d) 

Fig. 5. (a) A Given network G(V,E) and link delays are shown to each link, (b) 
DDVCA and 8DDVCA = 7, (c) Proposed Algorithm and 8Proposed = 5, (d) Optimal 
tree and 8optimum = 5 

algorithm selects the node v8 as a core node. Because the proposed algorithm 
calculates the minimum among comparev4 = 8-4 = 4 and comparev8 = 6-4 = 2 
in Fig. 3, we take the node v8 as core node. Finally, the DDVCA's multicast delay 
variation is 7, but the proposed algorithm's multicast delay variation is 5. Fig. 6 

Source Node 

Destiflation Nodes : Q 

dijf = 1 v, 
diff v, = . 

Core Node Core Node 

(a) comparev, ( b) compa re v, 

Fig. 6. The candidate nodes 
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shows that proposed algorithm chooses v8 in Fig. 6 (b) in case of the same di f fi 
value when it selects a core node. 

4 Experimental Results 

We compare our proposed algorithm with the DDVCA in terms of multicast 
delay variation. We describe the generation of random network topologies for the 
evaluation and the simulation results based on the network topology generated. 

4.1 Random Graph Generation and Simulation Parameters 

The details of the generation for random network topologies are as follows. The 
method uses parameters n - the number of nodes in networks, and Pe - the 
probability of edge existence between any node pair [15,16]. Let us remark that 
if a random graph models a random network then this graph should be connected. 
Hence, the graph should contain at least a spanning tree. So, firstly a random 
spanning tree is generated. As we know, we consider cases for n ~ 3. A tree with 
3 nodes is unique, and thus we use this as an initial tree. And we expand to 
a spanning tree with n nodes. After adjusting the probability Pe, we generate 
other non-tree edges at random for the graph based network topology. Let us 
calculate the adjusted probability P:. By Prob{ event} derrote a probability of 
the event. Suppose e is a possible edge between a couple of nodes, then we have 

Prob{ e E spanning tree } + Prob{ e ~ spanning tree } · p:_-
n-1 n-1 

n(n -1)/2 + (1 - n(n -1)/2). p:_-
nPe - 2 
n-2 

pa 
e 

Let us describe a pseudo code for random network topologies. Here A is an 
incident matrix, r is a simple variable, and random() is a function producing 
uniformly distributed random values between 0 and 1. 

Graph Generation Algorithm 
Begin 
A1,2 = A2,1 = A2,3 = A3,2 = 1 
For i = 4 to n Do 

r = (i -1) x random() + 1 
Ar,i = Ai,r = 1 

For i = 1 to ( n - 1) Do 
For j = ( i + 1) to n Do 

If Pe > random() Then Ai,j = Aj,i = 1 
End Algorithm. 
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4.2 Discussion of Results 

We now describe some numerical results with which we compare the perfor
mance of the proposed scheme. The proposed algorithm is implemented in 
C++. We randomly selected a source node. We generate 10 different net
works for each size of given 50, 100, and 200. The destination nodes are 
picked uniformly from the set of nodes in the network topology ( excluding the 
nodes already selected for the destination). Moreover, the destination nodes 
in the multicast group will occupy 10, 20, 30, 40, 50, and 60% of the over
all nodes on the network, respectively. We randomly choose supD such that 
supD 2:: min{ifJD(Pk(s,m)) I s is source node, vm E M, vk Eil}. Delays are 
uniformly random integer values between 0 and 10. We simulate 1000 times 
(10 x 100 = 1000) for each JVI and Pe = 0.3. 

I 
< -· I! DD VCA ..I 

_ ... .. ...... 
! • 

f I,Y ~ ProFI (sed 
5. 
i / 

< ...... -· I .r-· ... ... __. • >. 
~--V ~ .. y j , ., ; ~ 

""" ·- '""" 11)·~ ~'"" ~- ·- • ·- """' ~""' 
~ofOtsMI!Iiot-. H""'* 01 llOtlNdono 

(a) P,=0.3, IVI=SO (b) P,=0.3, IVI=IOO 

• 
~ 

~ --- -- -· 
l / -V 
~' / 
E f' 2 

' 104111..., .,,".. to[JQ'IQ t04~cnG 1001~-Q ,"_ 
Nll'rlbtc 01 Oesl!nltbns 

(c) P,=0.3, IVI=200 

Fig. 7. The multicast delay variations of the three different networks 

For the performance comparison, we implement the DDVCA in the same 
simulation environment. We use the normalized surcharge, introduced in [11], of 
the algorithm with respect to our method defined as follows: 

3 = 0DDVCA- 0Proposed 

0Proposed 

In our plotting, we express this as a percentage, i .e., 3 is multiplied by 100. 
Fig. 7 (a), (b) , and (c) show the simulation results of multicast delay variations. 
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Number of Destinations 

Fig. 8. Normalized Surcharges versus number of nodes in networks 

As indicated in Fig. 8, it is easily noticed that the proposed algorithm is always 
better than the DDVCA. The enhancement is up to about 3.6%rv11.1% in terms 
of normalized surcharge for the DDVCA. 

5 Conclusion 

In this paper, we consider the transmission of a message that guarantees certain 
bounds on the end-to-end delays from a source to a set of destinations as well as 
on the multicast delay variations among these delays over a computer network. 
There are two well known approaches for constructing a multicast tree with the 
DVBMT problem, which is known tobe NP-complete. The one is the DVMA 
[17]. Although it provides smart performance in terms of the multicast delay 
variation, its time complexity is as high as O(klmn4 ). As we all know, a high 
time complexity dose not fit in !arge scale high speed networks. The other is 
the DDVCA [18]. It has been shown that the DDVCA outperforms the DVMA 
slightly in terms of the multicast delay variation for the constructed tree. More
over, the time complexity ofthe DDVCA is O(mn2 ). In the meantime, the time 
complexity of the proposed algorithm is O(mn2 ), which is the sameasthat of 
the DDVCA. Furthermore, the comprehensive computer simulation results show 
that the proposed scheme obtains the better minimum multicast delay variation 
than the DDVCA. 

Future work is that we examine the problern of constructing minimum cost 
multicast trees which guarantees certain bounds on the end-to-end delay from 
the source to the destination nodes and the inter-destination delay variations 
between paths from the source to the destination nodes. 
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